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TOLERANCES OF FRAMES 
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Abstract. Frame tolerances are lattice tolerances compatible with arbitrary joins. They turn 
out to be just lattice tolerances the polars (or blocks) of which contain greatest elements. There 
exists a semigroup-and-order isomorphism between the lattice of all frame tolerances and the 
lattice of all extensive A-endomorphisms of the frame. Lattices of frame tolerances are frames. 
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By a frame is meant a complete lattice satisfying the join-infinite distributive 
identity aA V bx = V (
a A &/)• A lattice tolerance on a frame is a reflexive sym-
i e / iel 
metric relation compatible with finite meets and joins. A frame tolerance on a frame 
is a lattice tolerance compatible with arbitrary joins (suprema). 
Lattice tolerances on lattices and distributive lattices in general were extensively 
studied by several authors. It may be hardly anything added in the case of frames 
except for the Noetherian (alias with ACC) ones ([8]). In this paper we shall 
prove a few properties of frame tolerances. 
By [a, b] we denote the ordered pair of elements a and b, by <a) the dual principal 
idpal generated by an element a, and finally by T(a) the polar (alias neighbourhood, 
alias tolerance class) of an element a in a tolerance T. Recall that T(a) = {x | [x, a] e 
e T) and X is a block of T when X = f] {T(a) \aeX}. 
We shall use an alternative form of the Gratzer — Schmidt characterization of 
principal congruences on distributive lattices: 
The following conditions are equivalent for the principal congruence 0(at b) on 
a distributive lattice: 
(i) [x,j>]e0(a,&); 
(ii) (avft)V (x V y) = (a V b) V (x A y) and (a A ft) A (x V y) = (a A b) A (x A y); 
(iii) aV&Vx = a V 6 V y and o A 6 A x = aAi)Ay. 
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FRAME T O L E R A N C E S 
Theorem 1. For a lattice tolerance T on a frame, the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) T is a frame tolerance; 
(ii) each polar of Thas a greatest element; 
(iii) each block of Thas a greatest element. 
Proof. Implications (i) => (ii) => (iii) are transparent, (iii) => (ii): Let a eL be 
an arbitrary element of the frame L, denote A = T(a) n <a). Clearly a e A. For x, 
y e A we obtain x V y e A, and consequently [x, y] e T Therefore the set A must 
be contained in some block of the tolerance T having a greatest element m by 
assumption. Then [m, a] e T, hence m is the greatest element of T(a). (ii) => (i): 
Let [a,, bt] e T (iel). Then [ V aJf b(V V <*/] = [at V V <*/> *>. V V aj] e T. 
jel jel jel j el 
Since T( V <*j) has a greatest element, [ V aj9 V #j V \/ b/]eT. Mutually, [ V bJt 
jel jel jel jel jel 
V a j V V bj] e T, and finally [ V «y. V *>y] e r. Q.E.D. 
y e / y e / ; e / / s / 
Remark. An analogous statement may be a fortiori proved for frame congruences. 
Observation. For any tolerance T on a lattice L and any a eL, there is a unique 
block containing T(a) n <a). 
Proposition. Principal frame tolerances coincide with principal lattice tolerances 
on the frame, with principal frame congruences, and with principal lattice congruences 
on the frame. 
Proof. It suffices to establish that a principal lattice tolerance is a frame con-
gruence. Let [a, b] be an arbitrary ordered pair of elements of the frame. Since 
principal tolerances on distributive lattices coincide with principal congruences 
([2]), it holds [x, y] e T(a, b) if and only if a A b A x = a A b A y and a V b V x -= 
= flVtVy. Denote Y = T(a, b) (x) == {y \ a Ab A x = a A b A y and a V b V x = 
= a V b V y). We have a Ab A\f Y = \ (a Ab Ay) = a Ab A x> and a v b V 
j>>eY 
VV-F= V(f lV6Vy)=aV/3vx. Hence V ^ is the greatest element of f(a, b) (x). 
Q.E.D. 
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LATTICES OF FRAME TOLERANCES 
Since the set of all frame tolerances of a given frame if closed under arbitrary 
set intersections, and both the diagonal and the universal relation are frame tole-
rances, frame tolerances form a complete lattice, in which allinfima coincide with set 
intersections. 
It may be of interest to investigate algebraic properties of lattices of frame 
tolerances. In the case of finitary algebras, it follows from some general considera-
tions about relations that lattices of tolerances are complete, compactly generated 
(alias algebraic) with finitely generated tolerances as compact elements. It is not 
the case for frame tolerances. 
Theorem 2. For a frame, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) it is Noetherian; 
(ii) lattice tolerances and frame tolerances coincide; 
(iii) finitely generated frame tolerances are compact elements in the lattice of all 
frame tolerances; 
(iv) principal frame tolerances are compact elements in the lattice of all frame 
tolerances. 
Proof. Implications (i) => (ii) => (iii) => (iv) are transparent, (iv) => (i): Let C0 
be an arbitrary chain in the frame, let ceC0. Put C = C0 n <c). Obviously 
V C = V C0 • Denote by T the principal (frame) tolerance generated by [c, V C] 
and, for any x e C, by Tx the principal (frame) tolerance generated by [c, x]. Then 
[c, y'jeW Tx for any y e C, and so [c, V C ] = [Vc, V C] e V Tx. We have 
xsC xeC * * 
obtained T = V Tx. As T is compact, T = Tx for some xeC. It follows that 
[c, V C] e T(c, x), i.e. x v V C = xVc = x. Consequently V C0 = V
 c = * e C0. 
Q.E?D. 
Corollary, In contrast to lattices of tolerances on finitary algebras, lattices of 
frame tolerances are not compactly generated. 
Thus it is not possible to follow the general scheme of investigations using 
properties of compact and relatively maximal elements in compactly generated 
lattices, which was developed and used in [4], [5] and [7] for finding a representa-
tion of tolerances on finite distributive lattices. Nevertheless^ it happened to prove 
some interesting features of lattices of frame tolerances. 
Statements of Theorem 1 enable us to apply considerations and results of 
I. G. Rosenberg and D. Schweigert ([9]). Recall that a mapping a of a lattice into 
itself is extensive if x ^ a(x) for any element x, and idempotent if a(a(x)) =- a(x). 
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Theorem 3. There exists a semigroup (isomorphism) and order isomorphism 
between the lattice of all frame tolerances and the lattice of all extensive A-endo-
morphisms of a (given) frame. Congruences (i.e. transitive frame tolerances) corres-
pond with idempotent extensive A-endomorphisms. 
See [9] for details. The particular result for frame congruences has been already 
known, see [3]. How is this representation connected with that of [7] given for 
the finite case, and that of [8] given for the Noetherian case, will be reserved for 
a later paper. 
Remark. Since principal frame tolerances are frame congruences (see the 
Proposition), it follows that the set of all frame congruences is supremum-dense 
(sensu [10]) in the lattice of all frame tolerances. 
Remark, In contrast to tolerances on finitary algebras, transitive hulls of frame 
tolerances are not frame congruences. Nevertheless, frame congruences still form 
a closure system in the lattice of frame tolerances, thus the mapping that assigns 
to any frame tolerance T the least frame congruence that includes T is a closure 
operator, and as such a complete V-homomorphism. The last result was proved 
in [6] for finitary algebras. 
Proofs of the preceding statements are transparent and therefore omitted. 
Now, we shall show how suprema in lattices of frame tolerances look like, 
and prove distributivity. Denote by FTol (L) the lattice of all frame tolerances 
on a frame L. Put FT (A) = f] {Te FTol (L) \ A c T}9 where A is an arbitrary 
subset in L x L. 
Observation. FT (A) is the least frame tolerance that includes the set A. 
Theorem 4. FT (A) - {V {A X \ X e M} | M e Expfinlte04 u A
op u A)}. (Aop is 
the converse of A9 and A is the diagonal relation.) 
Proof. Denote B = {V {A X\ X e M} | M• s Expfinite (A u A
op u A)}. It is 
obvious tliat Ai u A
op u A e F T (A). Hence A X eFT (A) for any (finite subset) 
X e Expfloi4c (,4 u A
op u A) and consequently V (A X \ X e M} e FT (A) for any 
(system of finite subsets) M £ Expfinite 04 u A
op u A). We have proved B £ 
£ FT (-4). Obviously A £ £» It remains to show that B is a frame tolerance. 
Reflexivity and symmetry are transparent. It follows the proof of compatibility. 
Let [a„ fcj e B (i == 1, 2). There exist Mt £ Expfinite (A u A
op u A) such that 
[*i.*J - V {AX\XeM,} (i =- 1,2). Then [n l f 6 t] A [a2, t 2 ] = V {AX\Xe 
e M j A V {A Y\ YeM2} = V {(V {A X | X e M,}) A A ^1 YeM2} = 
. - V {V ( A X A A r i X e M j I YeM2} - V {A Z\Ze{Xv Y\XeM19 
Ye M2}} e B as {X u Y\ X e Mt, Ye M2} £ Expftnitc (-4 u A
op u A). Meet com-
patibility of B has been proved. Further, let \ai% 6 j e & (iel). There exist M, £ 
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-- £xpflottc (A u X** u 4) such that £„a fcj - V (A * U e MJ ( le i ) . Then 
V [«..-'.] = V V { A * l * e M , } - A U l A J f l - f e M J - V {A X | X 6 
/ e / i e / / e J 
e (J M,} 6 B as (J M, £ ExpflnIte (X u ,4
op u J). Q.E.D. 
iel iel 
Corollary. Let Tt (i e I) be frame tolerances on a frame. It holds V Tt = 
= {V {AX \XeM} | M £ Expf inl te((J Tj». 
/ € / 
Proof. It is obvious that V T% = FT ((J J,). But (J r , is reflexive and sym-
iel iel iel 
metric, and we are done. Q.E.D. 
The preceding statement resembles that of [1], Theorem 2. 
Theorem 5. Lattices of frame tolerances are frames. 
Proof. It suffices to show that T A V Tt £ y (T A T,) for any index set / 
iel iel 
and frame tolerances T and. J, (iel). Let [a, b] be an arbitrary element of TA 
A V T , , Inasmuch as meets coincide with set intersections, [a, b] e T and [a, b] e 
1 6 / 
e V TV By the Corollary of Theorem 4, there exists M c Expfinltc ((J -T,) such that 
iel iel 
[a, b] = V {A X | X e M}. However, [a, b~] = la V b9 a V b] A ([a A b, a A b] V 
v [«,&]) = [ a v b , a v b ] A([a Ab,a Ab]v V{A-^l-YeM}) = [a vb ,a Vb] A 
A V {[a A b, a A b] v A X \ X e M} = [a V b, a V b] A V {A {[* A b, a A b] V 
V [x,j;] | [x,j>] eK} | KeM} = V {[* V b,a V b] A A {[a A b9a A b] V [x,y] | [x, >>] € 
e Z } | K e M } = V{A{[* vb ,a vb] A([a Ab,aAb] v [x, >>]) I [x,y] GK} |X e 
e M} = V {A Z | Z e {{[a V b, a V b] A ([a A b, a A b] v [x, y]) | [x, y] e 
GK} | K e M}}. Since {{[a V b, a v b] A ([a A b, a A b] v [x, y]) \[x,y]eX} \X e 
e M} £ Expfinit'e ( (J ( r n J,)), it follows [a, b] e V (7 A F<). Q.E.D. 
/ e / / e / 
We have obtained a result analogous to that of [1], Theorem 16 even though 
the lattice of all frame tolerances is not a sublattice in the lattice of all lattice 
tolerances on the frame. 
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